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Abstract 

 

Smart information systems differ from traditional information systems in that they include things like the 

collection of sensor data by M2M networks. Smart Information Systems rely on the analysis of big data to 

support our everyday life, including our life style. Key drivers for the provision of such smart services 

are personalization, data mining, machine learning, knowledge discovery, and information management 

techniques. The cycle of Smart Information Systems begins from content analysis, followed by Big Data 

(Data Science), Information Aggregation, Complex Event-Processing, and Gamification (User Engagement). 

In this presentation, two domains of Smart Information Systems will be discussed, i.e. 

Intelligent Speech News and Tracking User Location Indoor. 

 

Intelligent Speech News (iSpeechNews) is a Smart Information Systems for delivering a real-time news 

service, in the form of graphics and speech news. iSpeechNews is based on dynamic data mining from 

online newspapers. The prototype was developed based on a protocol that requires five important 

hybrid stacks, i.e. a. User identity, b. User location, c. A real time news feeder, d. Speech and dictations 

systems and e. Lips phonetic synchronization. The aim is to prove easy interactions for delivering 

information in a smart way, in the form of voice conversations and facial expressions between user and 

the mobile computing environment while the user is on the move. 

 

The best option for Smart Information Systems for tracking user location indoor is using IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) 

signals. The main problem is that the Wi-Fi signals tend to fluctuate greatly (nearly 33% within 14-hour 

observations). This signal behavior makes the determination of symbolic user location difficult. To 

solvethis problem machine learning algorithms using a. nk-Nearest Neighbor, b. Self-Organizing Map, c. 

Extreme Machine Learning, and d. Multivariate Regression are discussed. During the experiments four 

different multi-observers locations were tested, in two different conditions (with and without 

disturbance). This study also extend from tracking object to navigation for multiple dynamic objects. 

 

Smart Information Systems can be considered as a technology in achieving smarter operational life style 

for our everyday life and can also be implemented in other domains such as food, energy, and 

manufacturing industry. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


